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Freedom of expression

❖ right to form, hold and express opinions without interference

❖ freedom of information

❖media freedom

is the cornerstone of democracy

❖ enables making informed choices

❖ active participation in democratic processes

❖ public scrutiny over those in power

❖ debate on matters of public interest





Journalists and other media actors: specific journalistic freedoms & favourable environment

The protection of journalism as a public 
good and the safety of journalists and 

other media actors is a pre-requisite for 
every democratic society. 





Threats to journalism and effects of threats 

➢Physical & psychologic threats
➢Legal threats
➢Economic threats
➢Digital threats

Threats affect how 
journalists work, which 
stories they decide to 
report and how they 

report on them

Ultimately, threats can:

➢ Lead to self-censorship
➢ Cause a chilling effect
➢ Have a serious psychological impact



Responses to threats: URGENT NEED FOR STRENGTHENED PROTECTION 

Obligations of States:

➢ Negative obligation to refrain from violating human rights

➢ Positive obligation to protect human rights and to create a favourable environment:

o take legal, administrative and practical measures
aiming to ensure the safety and security of
journalists and other media actors

o ensure strict adherence to international standards

o condemn threats and violence against journalists
and other media actors

These measures need 
to be accompanied by 
a strong political will 

to support the 
journalistic community 

and their work





A first step towards securing 
the safety of journalists is to 
put in place and effectively 
implement a system of legal 

and political standards

Applicable legal frameworks







This module deepens the 
insights into States’ positive 

obligations to protect 
journalists and other media 

actors and to investigate and 
prosecute for crimes against 

them.

It also provides a closer look 
at threats and attacks 

targeting women journalists 
and their scale, seriousness 

and specificity. 





The module discusses, among others:

✓ The time-critical nature of reporting
✓ facts v. value judgments
✓ privacy v. freedom of expression
✓ vexatious litigations
✓ sanctions in cases allegedly by/against 

journalists
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